ABOUT MIRANDA

Miranda Rodriguez is a USPTA certified tennis professional and licensed Cardio Tennis provider. She currently serves as the USPTA Texas U30 Committee Chair and member of the national USPTA Diversity and Inclusion Committee. Miranda played Division I tennis at Stephen F. Austin State University her freshman year and is now finishing up her undergraduate career at the University of Houston where she assists the University's Adaptive Athletics department in research.

Miranda was recognized as the 2015 USPTA Texas U30 "Rookie of the Year" and the 2015 USPTA Masters Invitational Runner-Up, and was recently highlighted on GenX Tennis Blog Talk Radio Show.

She enjoys exploring the world by bike, competing in Ultimate Frisbee tournaments, and writing children's books and short stories.

"What do tennis and our troops have in common? I have both to thank for my quality of life. This is why Tennis Thanks the Troops and ThanksUSA's military family scholarship program is the perfect philanthropy for me."